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Appendix N

Engineering Considerations

N.1 4th Street Pump Station, Design Considerations
The FMM Diversion 4th Street Levee Pump Station Replacement project consists of a new pump station,
gate well and outfall located south of the existing 4th Street Pump Stations. The pump station is designed
for 98,000 GPM (4 x 24,500 GPM pumps) to handle the contributing drainage area. A portion of the dry
weather flow from west of 4th Street South, will be handled by two 1,000 gpm pumps in the wet well. A
portion of the dry weather flow from north of 2nd Street South, will be handled by gravity flow through
the levee and gate well structure when the river is below River Stage 18. At River Stage 18, gravity flow
through the levee and gate well structure will be terminated and diverted to the pump station wet well
for pumping through the new force mains over the levee to the gate well structure for discharge to the
river.
1.

General

Basic design considerations involve the locating the pump station, generator building and gate well,
selection of the pumps and drives, the sizing of the wet well, and arrangement of equipment. These
establish the size of the structure and the major cost components.
The location of the pump station and gate structure is based on invert elevation information and desired
location provided by HMG LLC. Key considerations for the selection of the proposed site includes
convenient accessibility for operation and maintenance personnel and to locate the pump station as far
north as possible without impacting operations of the existing pump stations. Additional considerations
for the location selected for the 4th Street pump station was to avoid interference with the basketball
courts and associated light poles located to the west of the pump station site, provide enough space for
a minimum drive width on the west side of the wet well, space on the south side of the pump station to
allow room for the operation of a crane to remove the pumps from the pump station building and to
provide fill slopes around the pump station pad no steeper than 3H:1V. Based on the selected location
of the pump station the location of the generator building is to be constructed in the area of the existing
Pump Stations 18 and 19, both of which must remain in operation until the completion of the new pump
station and gate well structure. The gate well is positioned on the river side of the levee and south of
the existing discharge piping from the existing Pump Station 19. Excavation for the gate well will need
to be completed in a manner that avoids disturbance of the existing discharge lines and allows use of
the existing pump stations during construction. Prior to finalization, approval from the City of Fargo and
the USACE for construction at the selected location will be required.
2.

Pumps

The types of pumps being considered for the main storm water pumps included both submersible and
vertical propeller/mixed flow pumps. Propeller/mixed flow pumps are capable of high flows at low to
moderate heads. Four vertical propeller pumps were selected for use at this installation based on the
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wishes of the City of Fargo and after consideration of efficiency, power consumption and maintenance
of the two types of pumps. The pumps have a below grade discharge and will be supported on an
equipment pad with the motor accessible from within the pump room. The pumps will be grease
lubricated utilizing wall mounted lubrication systems.
The selected pump type has the needed characteristics at the conditions anticipated and there are
numerous manufacturers that can provide quality pumps. In accordance with the USACE Circular
EM1110-2-3102, no standby pumping capacity will be provided.
Testing of pumps can be accomplished by installing a bulkhead at the river outlet of the gate well and at
the inlet of the box structure upstream of the pump station. This will provide a closed system which
when filled with water can be used to test each pump by recirculating the water from pump station to
gate well and back to the pump station via the gravity discharge culvert. It is estimated that
approximately 400,000 gallons of water might be required to provide adequate water to complete field
pump testing.
The previously listed pumping characteristics were used to select the appropriate pumps and establish
wet well size.
3.

Submersible Pumps

Two non-clog submersible pumps will be used for dry weather flows to avoid running the large pumps
for small flows and to keep the wet well free of stagnant water, and for wet well dewatering. Each
submersible pumps will be mounted on fixed base elbow with a removal rail system and disconnect.
4.

Pump Drives

Electric motors or diesel engines with right angle drives are generally considered as drivers for larger
vertical pumps. For this application, electric motors were selected. The size of the motors required to
drive the proposed pumps at the 4th Street Pump Station will range between 250 and 300 HP. Based on
this horsepower range, 480 Volt electrical power is required. To ensure pumping reliability and as a
backup, a standby diesel engine generator set will be provided with a remotely located fuel tank. Upon
power failure, selected pumps and equipment will be transferred to the secondary source. The gererator
will be rated for standby emergency applications only and will not normally be allowed to operated
when utility power is available.
The use of variable speed drives was also considered. In some pumping applications, equipping pumps
to operate over a variable range of speeds is advantageous. In this application, variable speed pumping
is not as significant due to the volume of storage in the storm sewer system. Therefore, the pumps will
be designed to operate at a constant speed that will range between 600 and 900 RPM.
5.

Wet Well

The wet well will be sized using guidelines from the 2012 Edition of Hydraulic Institute Standards (see
“Pump Intake Design,” Section 9.8). The dimensions will generally be obtained from Figure 9.8.2.1.4.a,
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“Rectangular Intake Structure Layout” and Table 9.8.1.4.a, “Dimensions for Figures 9.8.2.1.4.a and b”,
for the 4th Street Pump Station. The wet well will include a sluice gate to isolate the station from the
storm sewer system, trash racks to eliminated large debris that may damage the pumps and four inlet
bays, one for each pump. At the entrance to each inlet bay is a curtain wall supported by flow
distribution columns to minimize surface vortex formation and to create more uniform velocities
approaching the pump. For the most part, the dimensions noted above are based on the pump inlet bell
diameter of the pump and may differ slightly from the dimensions on the drawings. The include inlet bay
width, inlet bay length, distance from back wall, floor slope angle and bay velocity. It is critical that these
dimensions are confirmed during construction, based on the pump provided, to ensure pumping
efficiency.
The selected on/off elevations of the pumps was provided by Houston Engineering, Inc. and will be
confirmed during final design of the station, considering the pump characteristics, required
submergence, minimum cycle time, and the total storage (storm sewer plus wet well). The lead storm
water pump should be set to turn on at an elevation that provides adequate submergence to avoid
vortex formation and cavitation during pump operation. Each lag pump will be set to turn on at
consecutively higher elevations with the first on being the last off. The order of sequencing the four
primary storm water pumps can be manually changed by the station operator or automatically through
the PLC.
When the wet well level backs up into the storm sewer pipes, the volume of underground storage will
be considered in the pump cycle time and on/off level calculations. The analysis for determining the
pump on/off levels will also consider the timing of the inflow hydrograph for the drainage area.
6.

Access and Security

The site will be accessed only from 4th Street. Types of maintenance vehicles to be used are pick-up
trucks and other light to medium sized vehicles. The largest vehicle will be a crane to pull the pumps.
The vehicles, including the cranes, generally do not require an abundance of operating space.
No special security systems have been provided at the direction of the City.
7.

Utilities and Drainage

The only required utility is electricity. No restroom is to be provided so sanitary sewers are not
required. The minimum electric service into the station is 480 volt, 3-phase, four-wire designed in
accordance with the current National Electrical Code (NEC) and applicable local codes A fire hydrant
should be provided near the pump station site.
Adequate provisions for site drainage are provided. Area inlets can be discharged to the inlet structures.
The sites will meet any applicable local site development criteria.
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8.

Pipeline Design Considerations

The new gravity storm sewer pipelines will be of reinforced concrete box culvert (RCB) construction with
gasketed joints to preclude infiltration of groundwater. Gravity storm sewer pipelines will be designed
with slopes to ensure an adequate cleaning velocity. The minimum cleaning velocity utilized was 2 feet
per second (fps). The pipe strength required for construction of the sewers will be evaluated during
design.
The discharge pipes from the new pump station to the gate well will be constructed of restrained ductile
iron pipe (DIP) and installed outside the levee prism typical for this reach of the Red River of the North.
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